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CAPGEMINI PAPER ON 22ND SEPTEMBER AT LNCT,BHOPAL

Hi friend’s this is sunil kraplani from L.N.C.T. BHOPAL.I got placed in capgemini
a great software company on 22nd sep.2008.this was a close campus at
L.N.C.T. Bhopal.
Selection Procedure consist of four rounds:
1.Online written test
2 GD
3.TECHNICAL INTERVIEW
4.HR INTERVIEW

there was about 250 students appear for campus.
Written-105 cleared
GD-35 cleared
TECH.-14 cleared
HR-13 finally selected

1.written test-this test is of two sections1.aptitude(25 questions)-they are little bit tough. some question was from
previous paper not more than 4 que. prepare by R.S. AGRAWAL.
2.analytical-this section was more tough. mainly concept of R.S. AGRAWAL level
was high.
5-6 questions from relation.
5-6 questions from prediction.
8 questions from data sufficiency

2.GD-in gd there r 105 students. they divided 7 groups of 15 students each. my
topic was“who is ultimate don abhitabh or shahrukh”
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some other topic’s was “mercy killing”,”is china threat to India”they given us 1
minute each to speak then open a gd. Try to speak good in 1 minute then enter
atleast 3 times in gd with confidence.

3.TECHNICAL INTERVIEW-in tech there are five panels who clears technical
can go hr interviw.
Question ask to me was-mainly from .net like
1.what is radio button
2.drop down list
3.multiview
4.concept of oops
5.diff. bet. Array & link list.
6.about project and training.

4.HR-it was very easy que. are
1.tell me something about yourself.
2.2 puzzles I solved both but I was confused in 1.
3.my hobbies
4.family background.

Hr interview was a formality the game was upto technical only.So be
confident.this was my 15th company.but finally it was best of the 15
companies.Good luck.Package was 2.75lakh/anum.

CAPGEMINI PAPER ON 21st SEPTEMBER AT INDORE 2008

Written Exam held on 20th september In Writtern Exam there are 50 Questions..
25 - Apptitude
25 - LR
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For clearing the written exam you must do the previous year papers (R.S
Agarwal) An employee has to allocate offices to 6 staff members. The offices are
no. 1-6. the offices are arranged in a row and they are separated from each other
by dividers>hence voices, sounds and cigarette smoke flow easily from one
office to another Miss R needs to use the telephone quite often throughout the
day. Mr. M and Mr. B need adjacent offices as they need to consult each other
often while working. Miss H is a senior employee and his to be allotted the office
no. 5, having the biggest window. Mr. D requires silence in office next to his. Mr.
T, Mr. M and Mr. D are all smokers. Miss H finds tobacco smoke allergic and
consecutively the offices next to hers are occupied by non-smokers. Unless
specifically stated all the employees maintain an atmosphere of silence during
office hrs.

The ideal candidate to occupy office farthest from Mr. B will be
i. Miss H ii. Mr. M iii. Mr. T iv. Mr. D

The three employees who are smokers should be seated in the offices
i. 1 2 4 ii. 2 3 6 iii. 1 2 3 iv. 1 2 3

The ideal office for Mr. M would be
i. 2 ii. 6 iii. 1 iv. 3

In the event of what occurrence within a period of one month since the
assignment of the offices would a request for a change in office be put forth by
one or more employees?
i. Mr. D quitting smoking
ii. Mr. T taking over duties formally taken care of by Miss R
iii. The installation of a water cooler in Miss H’s office
iv. Mr. B suffering from anemia

Direction for Qn
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Elle is 3 times older than Zaheer. Zaheer is ½ as old as Waheeda. Yogesh is
elder than Zaheer.
What is sufficient to estimate Elle’s age?
i. Zaheer is 10 yrs old
ii. Yogesh and Waheeda are both older than Zaheer by the same no of yrs.
iii. Both of the above
iv. None of the above

Which one of the following statements can be inferred from the info above
i. Yogesh is elder than Waheeda
ii. Elle is older than Waheeda
iii. Elle’s age may be less than that of Waheeda
iv. None of the above

Ten coins are distr. Among 4 people P, Q, R, S such that one of them gets a
coin, another gets 2 coins,3rd gets 3 coins, and 4th gets 4 coins. It is known that
Q gets more coins than P, and S gets fewer coins than R
a. If the no. of coins distr. To Q is twice the no. distr. to P then which one. is
necessarily true?
i. R gets even no. of coins
ii. R gets odd no. of coins
iii. S gets even no. of coins
iv. S gets odd no. of coins

b. If R gets at least two more coins than S which one of the following is
necessarily true?
i. Q gets at least 2 more coins than S
ii. Q gets more coins than P
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iii. P gets more coins than S
iv. P and Q together get at least five coins

CAPGEMINI PAPER ON 4th SEPTEMBER AT MUMBAI

Hi friends
This is omkar from D.M.C.E ,airoli, navi Mumbai. Cap Gemini visited our college
on 4th September 2008.well let me tell u about myself, before CAPGEMINI I
cleared 5 aptitude test ,1 GD ,4 TR and 3 HR and then too I was not selected. So
u can think me as an experience candidate for placement) but I think my destiny
was in cap Gemini . the overall procedure for the placement was as follows:-

1) U r required to fill a admit card for the online aptitude test. The online aptitude
test consist of 2 sections of 50 questions.
1) Quantitative (1 to 25)
2) Logical (26 to 50). Time limit:-60 min.

There was no negative marking. There was sectional cutoff.

Quantities section consist of following question
*) how many prime numbers r between 1 to 100? (ans :-25 (1 is not prime))
*)a problem on speed ,distance, time like superman flies at 25mph, spiderman
flies at15mph and phantom take 2 hrs to fly from NY to DC. If speed of
spiderman is twice that of phantom .and distance between NY to DC is same as
distance between NY to Washington (I don’t remember it well) there where
couple of question like
*) what is the distance between NY and DC?
*) how long will superman take to travel from dc to Washington and back?
*) I donno remember the 3rd ?
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*)the largest no between (7)-(2),(3)+(4),2*(2),6+(2)(X)=square root of X
*)Arrange some numbers in descending order?

I will tell u guys if u want to crack quantitative section u have to do following
section well ;-\
1-numbers (5 question)
2-average(2)
3-speed ,distance(5)
4-simple compound interest(2)
5-profit and loss(3)
6-progression (2)

Logical section consist of following question;*)a problem on if it rains on Wednesday it will rain on Friday and so on and 5
questions based on the data (the question on the data were scattered all around
the paper i.e 1st question was no 26,2nd was no 30,3rd was 32,4th was 36,and
5th was 38) (easy)
*)a problem on playground i.e A,B,C,D want to play on ground P,Q,R,S.A plays
on p and Q. B on Q & R. C on Q and S.5 question where asked on the data
(easy)
*)a 5 question on relation i.e A is D mom. B is E mom. F is C son. B is G aunt(not
sure).

And some more data was given Let me tell u friends the logical question was
much easy than quantitative .so first attempt logical and then quantitative. don’t
go for solving all question of logical solve 15 questions of logical then go for
quantitative since quantitative is difficult and there was sectional cut off. Keep
last 5 minutes for guessing the answers of the remaining question.

In our college out of 80, 20 was selected for interview (since less student
qualified, they cancelled the GD section and directly took the interview)
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Well there were 2 interviews (TR and HR) My HR interview went like this

I –good evening sir.
Interviewer –good evening omkar .how was u r day?
I – fine sir ?
Interviewer:-well omkar tell me about you.
I – (this is the main part. mention u r name ,birth date , birth place, academic’s
10th ,12th B.E ,the order of mentioning should be ascending, don’t directly start
from u r B.E ,also mention u r hobbies, which u pursued in 10 ,12 and B.E ,also
mention achievement if any)
Interviewer-well does u have any idea about DBMS (if u r comp or IT u should
know what it is?)
I – yes.
Interviewer – can u develop database relation schema for a movie theatre (since
I mention my hobby as WATCHING MOVIES)
I – I did as he told; he in fact helped me to develop the database.
Interviewer – what do u mean by normalization?
I – explained with an example and also told about 1NF, 2NF, 3NF etc
Interviewer - any liking for programming languages?
I – ‘C’ programming language.
Interviewer – he asked me to write a program (only logic, no emphasis on syntax)
for Fibonacci series (really a piece of cake)
Interviewer – asked me about my project work for current year?
I – explained about my project in detailed (he was really impressed by my
presentation of project).
Interviewer – asked question about my project?
Interviewer – do u have any question?
I – sir, can u give me details of the bond we have to sign while joining?
Interviewer – explained?
Interviewer – well omkar thank u?
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(he got up for shaking hand, tat’s a sign u r on right track, I left the room and
after some time I got call for HR interview .the trick for clearing TR is be honest
for most times, if u donno know some answer, tell him frankly tat “u can’t
recollect it”, if u have some knowledge tell him what u know about it and last
add”tats all I can remember ,sir “)

My HR went like this:Interviewer:-u may sit omkar.
I – thank u sir.
Interviewer – tell me about u r self?
I – same as above
Interviewer – what about u r family background?
I – told him.
Interviewer- which technology r u aiming for career and why?
I – sir, JAVA becoz it’s an ever expanding, branching language, like JSP, JAVA
net beans, JAKARTA STRUTS etc (added something about the features about
JAVA)
Interviewer – where do u see u r self 5 years from now?
I – leading a group of 5-10 people in an I.T firm probably a project leader.
Interviewer - do u know any recent news about the booming IT sector? (since I
mentioned my hobby as newspaper reading)
I – no sir my special liking is for world politics, and technology. sir not really
interested in business .
Interviewer- ok . any problem shifting to other locations?
I – no.
Interviewer – well thank u omkar ?
I – thank u sir.

I waited for 2 hours outside and finally 7 people went for HR interview (I was one
of them) out of 20 selected they told me that results of those who gave HR will be
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out next day the rest r rejected .while rest went home dejected I was nervous
whether I will be selected or not. on next day results were out (they mailed the
result to our training and placement officer) out of 7, 4 were selected and I was
one of them! finally!

CAPGEMINI PAPER ON 28th AUGUST AT HYDERABD 2008

Hi friends... this is somewhat related to the candidates who need guidence on
MAINFRAMES. mainframes paper is different from others... Actually there will be
three rounds for you

1) WRITTEN TEST
a) Technical
b) Logical reasoning

In technical again there will be 5 sections on jcl,cobol,cics,db2,vsam. Each
section carries 15 marks and you have to get atleast 9 marks in each section and
there is a negative marking of 0.25 for each wrong answer.
In logical reasoning there will be 50 questions.I dont know whether these section
carries negative marking or not!!!

2)GROUP DISCUSSION
In GD they give quite general topics like "WHY INDIA IS LAGGING IN
OLYMPICS", "IS IT NECCESARY TO GO TO FOREIGN FOR EDUCATION".

3)INTERVIEW
In interview they covered almost all topics. For me they asked so many questions
on DB2SQL and about my project. Some questions on physics also.

Concentrate more on COBOL. why bcoz in our paper cobol is some what tougher
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when compared to others.Gothrough the project before going to interview.and
also prepare your own feedback questions.The questions what you ask them will
also give some impression. I asked these questions,

(i) what about the training for the selected candidates?
(ii) How this company will help the emplyoes to improve their technical stuff?
(iii)In which areas I have to improve yet?

thats it....

Results were anounced , the next day.I am very happy to say that I got placed in
CAPGEMINI.

ALL THE BEST

CAPGEMINI PAPER ON 14th AUGUST AT COIMBATORE
Hi friends im Gokul from Coimbatore.i attended the CAPGEMINI interview in
ANNA UNIVERSITY-COIMBATORE.

The selection procedure consists of 3 stages.
STAGE-1: GENERAL APTITUDE
The first stage is general aptitude. This consists of two parts.

Part-1: Mathematical ability
In this there will be 25 questions. u have to take 10 to get eligible. this consists of
questions like determinant, equations, percentage problems,A.P and G.P like tat.
little bit TOUGH.

part-2: logical reasoning
Some of questions like sitting position,blood relation,missing numbers. this part is
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easy.in this you have to take 10 to eligible.

FRIENDS DONT FORGOT ONETHING. IN THIS STAGE-1 THE QUESTIONS
ASKED ARE FROM OLD QUESTION PAPERS.SO IF U STUDY QUESTIONS
FROM FRESHERS WORLD U WILL 90% GET THROUGH FIRST ROUND.

STAGE 2: GROUP DISCUSSION
Commonly topics like DRESS CODE, INTERNET EFFECTS.

STAGE 3: H.R
If u selected in G.D then if you have proper communication you are a member of
CAPGEMINI. in H.R they asked about introduce urself, there is no technical
questions asked.So friends be alert and clear aptitude. then success will be in ur
hands.

Thank you

Regards

GOKUL

CAPGEMINI PAPER ON 5th AUGUST AT RAIPUR 2008

Hello all job aspirants, i am charchika shukla, student of NIT Raipur.I got placed
in "CAPGEMINI" on 5th August 2008.It was a wonderful experience. you will get
to know abt the pattern n procedure from other papers on this wonderful site we
all know as "FRESHERSWORLD.COM" but what i will tell u is my experience -

that day first of all the company's representatives gave a Powerpoint
Presentation of their company , as it was the first software company to vsit our
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college all of us were very excited , i and some of my frnz had come with an
attitude that just lets see what happens,we were not very sure, so it was like a
rehearsel for us. the presentation was good,they told us abt their cmpny n all.You
must check out a few details like CEO,locations,origin etc. about the cmpny,it
helps.

after ppt we were to sit for the written test.it was easy , there were 2 sections apti n LR. there were 3 different sets of the paper.questions wre of the type
specified in many of the papers on this site.50 qs n 1 hr time.they had told us a
cutt off of 10 qs in each section.i had solved 12-13 qs of apti and around 18-20
qs of LR. i had given the test with " lets see what happens" hope., after about 1 n
a hlf hr results were declard n to my surprise my name was there!! total 120
students were selectd .i thought " oh my god !i will have to prepare for next round
GD" as i had not prpd for it at all.so with my frnz help i prepared some current
topics like "Nuclear deal" , "terrorism" n a few abstract topics like "black" etc. they
had divided 120 ppl in 10 grps each of 12 members.

then came my turn- n luckily i got the topic Nuclear deal.my panel gave us 2 min.
to think abt the topic.as i had prpd it ,so i decided anyhow i have to "initiate" the
topic, as it yields most points and was just looking at them for start signal n as
soon as i got it i just grabbed the opportunity n successfully initiated the topic "gudafternoon all of u,i m so n so n our topic of discussion is ...." . one important
thing that i learnt was - a persn must be confident while speaking, must raise the
volume if he/she is not getting the chance to speak, becoz nobody is going to
give u chance to speak , n at the same must listen to others attentively, make
eye contact wid ur grp members it shows ur confidence n projects u as a
facilitator who helps others to speak. i did all this. n also , if possible try to make
urself comfortable with ur grp members if u know their names, before the
discussion as it helps u to win frnz n hence good n familiar grp members to
discuss with.
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neways, results were out n as i thought - i had a chance, i was one of the 3
students selectd from our grp of 12 students.total 74 students.

so , i was in for the final round - the tech+ hr interview. it was really a mix of
feelings- i was excited at the same tme a bit nervous abt the interview as i had
not prpd well my technical subjects like Operating System, N/wking etc. n rest of
the subjects like DS,C,C++ i had not touched them for the last week , but ya , i
was done with my project works which i had done genuinely. so before goin to
interview i had some 2 hrs , so i just brushed up some of the basic concepts n all
.

i was abt to be called on 27 th no. but to my surprise, my name was called
around 7:15 pm nearly 1/2 an hr earlier.i was not at all prepared , i just picked up
my file from smwhere n a pen, lended by my frnd n rushed in.

there were 4 panels . I was sent to a single person panel.His name was Mr.
Shabreesh Menon.

so i jst entered n wished him gudevning sir.he too wished me n askd me to sit.n
he askd me the meaning of my name. i told.he then asked me to give me a brief
intro of myself.i did. then he askd me abt my projects.i told. then askd me abt my
fav subject.i told. nxt q was why did i chose to pursue MCA.i told. then he gave
me a really easy puzzle.i answrd.he then askd why shall they choose me over
others.i told hard work,sincere with an eg to support.then he finally askd me if i
had any constraints regarding the place if i get placed.i said no.

he then said ok,it was nice meeting u and did a handshake.i said - "same here
sir"with a smile. and i left.

i thought i had a chance,for the first time in the whole day it came to my mind- i
dnt want to go home empty handed now. as i was the first one t be called of our
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class so evry one jst asked me abt the interview.finally, the results were abt to be
out..........

finally our(girls candidates,as it was getting late) results wre out - n my name was
there!!! frm our class 7 girls n 4 bys have been selectd!!!

just, one thing be confident n take evry thing lightly, i.e dont be tensed n have
faith in the god. n u will do it...

Charchika

CAPGEMINI PAPER ON 22ND JULY,2008

1.Fresh Grapes contain 90% water by wt. Dried grapes contain 20% water by
%age. What will b wt of dried grapes when we begin with 20 kg fresh grapes?
2kg / 2.4kg / 2.5kg /none
2.How many 5 digit no. can b formed wit digits 1, 2, 3,4,5,6 which r divisible by 4
and digits not repeated
144 / 168 / 192 / none
3.There is a rectangular Garden whose length and width are 60m X 20m.There is
a walkway of uniform width around garden. Area of walkway is 516m^2. Find
width of walkway
1/2/3/4
4. In a race from pt. X to pt Y and back, Jack averages 0 miles/hr to pt Y and 10
miles/hr back to pr X. Sandy averages 20 miles/hr in both directions. If Jack and
Sandy start race at same tIme, who’ll finish 1st
Jack/Sandy/they tie/Impossible to tell
5. A man engaged a servant on a condition that he’ll pay Rs 90 and also give
him a bag at the end of the yr. He served for 9 months and was given a turban
and Rs 65. So the price of turban is
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i. Rs 10 / 19 / 0 / 55
6. Three wheels make 36, 24, 60 rev/min. Each has a black mark on it. It is
aligned at the start of the qn.When does it align again for the first time?
14/20/22/5 sec
7. If 1= (3/4)(1+ (y/x) ) then
i. x=3y
ii. x=y/3
iii. x=(2/3)y
iv. none
8. The sum of six consecutive odd nos. is 888. What is the average of the nos.?
i. 147
ii. 148
iii. 149
iv. 146
9.An employee has to allocate offices to 6 staff members. The offices are no. 1-6.
the offices are arranged in a row and they are separated from each other by
dividers>hence voices, sounds and cigarette smoke flow easily from one office to
another
Miss R needs to use the telephone quite often throughout the day. Mr. M and Mr.
B need adjacent offices as they need to consult each other often while working.
Miss H is a senior employee and his to be allotted the office no. 5, having the
biggest window.
Mr. D requires silence in office next to his. Mr. T, Mr. M and Mr. D are all
smokers. Miss H finds tobacco smoke allergic and consecutively the offices next
to hers are occupied by non-smokers. Unless specifically stated all the
employees maintain an atmosphere of silence during office hrs.
a. The ideal candidate to occupy office farthest from Mr. B will be
i. Miss H
ii. Mr. M
iii. Mr. T
iv. Mr. D
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b. The three employees who are smokers should be seated in the offices
i. 1 2 4
ii. 2 3 6
iii. 1 2 3
iv. 1 2 3
c. The ideal office for Mr. M would be
i. 2
ii. 6
iii. 1
iv. 3
d. In the event of what occurrence within a period of one month since the
assignment of the offices would a request for a change in office be put forth by
one or more employees?
i. Mr D quitting smoking
ii. Mr. T taking over duties formally taken care of by Miss R
iii. The installation of a water cooler in Miss H’s office
iv. Mr. B suffering from anemia
10.Ten coins are distr. Among 4 people P, Q, R, S such that one of them gets a
coin, another gets 2 coins,3rd gets 3 coins, and 4th gets 4 coins. It is known that
Q gets more coins than P, and S gets fewer coins than R
a. If the no. of coins distr. To Q is twice the no. distr. to P then which one of the
following. is necessarily true?
i. R gets even no. of coins
ii. R gets odd no. of coins
iii. S gets even no. of coins
iv. S gets odd no. of coins
b. If R gets at least two more coins than S which one of the following is
necessarily true?
i. Q gets at least 2 more coins than S
ii. Q gets more coins than P
iii. P gets more coins than S
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iv. P and Q together get at least five coins
c. If Q gets fewer coins than R, then which one of the following is not necessarily
true?
i. P and Q together get at least 4 coins
ii. Q and S together get at least 4 coins
iii.R and S together get at least 5 coins
iv.P and R together get at least 5 coins
11.Elle is 3 times older than Zaheer. Zaheer is ½ as old as Waheeda. Yogesh is
elder than Zaheer.
a. What is sufficient to estimate Elle’s age?
i.Zaheer is 10 yrs old
ii.Yogesh and Waheeda are both older than Zaheer by the same no of yrs.
iii.Both of the above
iv.None of the above
b. Which one of the following statements can be inferred from the info above
i.Yogesh is elder than Waheeda
ii.Elle is older than Waheeda
iii.Elle’s age may be less than that of Waheeda
iv.None of the above

CAPGEMINI PAPER ON 19th JULY 2007 AT MUMBAI

hi freinds . my name is keyur . i recently appeared for capgemini,it is a very good
company .they are giving a package of 2.73lac.on 19th we had the apptitude test
.then on 20th we had a GD round. after that there technical cum HR round.

apptitude test was of 1hr online test and it consists of 25 questions in analytical
section and 25 questions in logical section. analytical section was tough and is
very time consuming. u can refer R.S.Agrawal quantitive for this section. do that
book very seriously try to give more stress on
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speed,distance,time,ages,simplification,permutation and combination chapters.
but note that u dond waste much time in this section dont give more then 35 min
to this section.

next section was logical.it also had 25 questions. this section is quite easy and u
can score good points in this section. u can refer( R.S.Agrawal logical reasoning
) for this section. do the puzzel test and data sufficiency chapters very perfectly
bcoz most of the questions were from this 2 chapters. i think doing only this 2
chapters is enough.
i was not able to clear the apti and the cut off was not disclosed .may be it was
around 30 right questions.

next round was GD round many of my friends cleared it and went for tech cum
HR round.

hope so this information will help u all.
Best of luck ..........
CAPGEMINI PAPER ON 11th JULY 2007 AT MUMBAI

Written Test, There were 4 sections :(1) Quantitative 25 questions.
(2) Analytical 30 questions
(3) Verbal 25 questions.
(4) Techinical Aptitude .Net / Java as per your choice

There were 2 set of test paper. I got II set.

All the section are very easy if you have prepared well
Prepare english and analytical , logical sections well that will take more time to
solve
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then after that Techinical and HR rounds,

In technical they had given me one case study to solve in which they are wanted
to know how many objects and there
relationship each other
After that some question on oops like proprties of opps simple questions, and
php coz i hace php exp and also simple questions on database like primary key,
foriegn key and normalization etc
After that one HR round as usual all companies are taking that
abt ur self
hobbies , what do you know abt company (capgemini just go through the
website),and many more

One more Main thing is that THEY WANT PEOPLE HOW HAS FIRST CLASS
EVEN IF YOU CLEAR ALL ROUNDS THEN ALSO THEY WILL
NOT SELECT EVEN IF YOU ARE TOO GOOD IN TECHICAL OR WHATEVER.

I think this will help you and wish you all the best.

CAPGEMINI PAPER ON 4th JUNE AT BHUBANESWAR 2007

Hie Friends,this is Samrat here..I am sharing my experiences abt the
CAPGEMINI recruitment held at KIIT,Bhubaneswar on 4th......

As u guys would b knowing this is year the test pattern of CAPGEMINI is
Aptitude(25) and Reasoning(25)..Then followed by GD, Technical (mainly HR
based and puzzles) and HR..

The apti part was very easy. actually questions are being repeated. The same
question that came in BIT ,Kolkata came here ..So I would suggest all the
aspirants to solve the papers given in freshersworld properly....In our college 300
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students sat for the paper.Out of it 120 cleared written. Then came the GD part..

Topics like -East or West which is the land of opportunities and Gandhigiri or
Dadagiri were given.In our college we had 50 B.Tech and 70 MCA 's qulaified for
written...There were 5 B.Tech GD group and 7 MCA groups each consisting of
10 .So out of it 51 cleared GD..My topic was Lagey Raho Munnabhai and its
impact in modern days..I cleared GD..

Then came the Technical or Management round..In this round either you would
be asked some HR queestions like Tell Me about Yourself or some cases would
be given to you and you have to get the best possible answers..They gave me a
puzzle from Shakuntala Devi and told me to complete it in 30 secs.I confidently
did it in 20 secs.And they would also be askin you abt ur Hobbies and details on
them..Then I was told to wait outside for HR round..

Friends remember in Capgemini every person has to undergo thru TECH and
HR..They evaluate you on your total performance starting from written
marks,GD,Tech qualities and HR... Then in my HR round i had to face the HR
Head of Kolkata--VANDANA mam.She asked me on why I joioned Capgemini
inspite of there being so many big companies like TCS,CTS,etc.
Then asked abt my projects in details..Then asked me on my
hobbies,Extracurricular activities..A situation was given to me how I should
overcome it with the best possible outcomes. like that..and then asked questions
like Why i joined KIIT,Bbsr apart from having joined in an Engineering college in
Kolkata(I am from KOL so shes asked this)..Like this..i was so confident withe
the answers that my HR was pleased..It was a 20 mins Interview..Then she
finally asked me if I have any questions for her.I asked her soe like what a
company expects from the freshers and wat subject a fresher should be
acquainted with properly b4 joining a company and like dat..Then she told me it
was over and I had to wait outside for results. Finally when results came out at
12 am ..i was lucky to find my name in the 5th call...What they said was they
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marked a person totally starting from Written GD,Tech ,HR..mine was the 5th
rank out of the 300 ..Hey guys I was so lucky..After having failed to even clear
the written in WIPRO,MINDTREE,L&T INFOTECH I was really very depressed
and now i ve cleared CAPGEMINI --a MNC wow!!

Guys i really bleive to get recruited u really need 70 percent luck....Anyways I
hope my suggestion would help all the aspirants....They offered package of 2.75
but it woudl be revised to 3.3 lacs/annum...
Best of luck to all the aspirants!!! And see u guys in CAPGEMINI!!!!

CAPGEMINI PAPER ON 12th MAY AT BHOPAL

HI FRIENDS!!!!!!
I M ANIMESH PATERIYA 4M L.N.C.T. BHOPAL FIRST OF ALL I WOULD LIKE
TO SAY THANKS TO FRESHERSWORLD. IT HELPD ME ALOT TO GET IN TO
SO PRESTIGIOUS & POPULAR COMPANY.

THERE WERE 4 ROUNDS OF SELECTION
1. WRITTEN TEST(1ST TIME ONLINE).
2. G.D.
3. TECHNICAL INTERVIEW.
4. HR INTERVIEW.

IN WRITTEN TEST CAPGEMINI G4SOLUTION 4 WRITTEN TEST
IT WAS ONLINE TEST HAVING 2 SECTION & 50 QUES. 25 EACH OF
APTITUDE & L.R.

APTITUDE QUESTIONS WERE O.K. TYPE QUES, MEANS ONE CAN EASILY
ATTEMPT 20 OUT OF 25
THERE WERE QUES LIKE FIND X IF 15+2X+3Y/25+9X-8Y=7XSubmit your resume to cvs@123eng.com
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6Y+85/3X+2Y+76
2. CALCULATE UNIT DIGIT OF 2^51???????
3. PICK D ODD ONE OUT
4. 2 QUES 4M BOAT & STREAM PROB.
2-3 QUES 4M TRAIN PROB MEANS TIME SPEED & DISTANCE
ETC. WERE THERE U CAN DO IT EASILY

LR PORTION WAS BIT TOUGH & TIME CONSUMING
THERE WERE SITUATIONS GIVEN & ONLY 1 QUES. WAS THERE 4M
EVERY SITUATION SO IT WAS TIME CNSUMING & CONFUSING BUT I'LL
SAY U NEED 2 PRACTICE 4M BARRON THEN U CAN DO IT.

THERE WERE SCTIONALCUTOFF FOR EACH SECTION & A OVERALL
CUTOFF(UPPER & LOWER CUT OFF)
I THINK THERE WAS LOWER CUT OFF OF 21 & UPPER CUT OFF OF 28
I GOT 27 WRIGHT AS I WAS TOLD IN MY HR INTERVIEW. AFTER WRITTEN
TEST 58 OUT OF 205 WERE SHORT LISTED 4 GD

2ND WAS GD ROUND
IT WAS A EASY ONE TOPICS WERE GENERAL LIKE PRESENT STATUS OF
INDIAN CRICKET TEAM , & SHOULD KISSING BE ALLOWED IN INDIAN
CULTURE OPENELY(SHILPA SHETTY CASE) , LIKEWISE...

THERE WERE 2 PANNELS 4 TECHNICAL INTERVIEW I GOT THE BETTER
ONE(ONE WHO WAS SELECTING MOST)
I WAS ASKES QUES.->
1 TELL ME SOMETHING ABT UR SELF.
2 HOW MANY LANGGUAGES U KNOW???
3 QUES 4M "C".
4 HE ASKED ME MY FAVOURATE SUBJECT I SAID "DATA
COMMUNICATION"
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HE ASKED ME SOME QUES 4M DATA COMM. & GAVE ME "HR FORM"

THERE WAS A LADY HR ONLY 2 TAKE HR INTERVIEW 28 STUDENTS
WERE THERE 4 HR ROUND

IN HR INTERVIEW I WAS MOSTLY ASKED G.K. QUES LIK
WHAT IS D CURRENCY OF FRANCE(AS IT WAS FRANCE BASED CO.)
WHAT IS THE CURRENCY OF UK
HOW MANY CONTINENTS ARE THERE
WHO IS PRIME MINISTER OF UK???
WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT CAPGEMINI? ETC.

RESULT WAS DECLARED ON 15TH OF MAY FINALLY 16 STUDENTS GOT
SELECTED & I WAS ONE OF THEM

ALL THE BEST TO U ALL

BELIEVE ME THIS IS REALLY A GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR U TO HAVE
REALLY AN ACCENT FUTURE IN THIS COMPANY. SO I WOULD LIKE TO
SEE U THERE IN "CAPGEMINI"
CAPGEMINI PAPER ON 24th 2007 APRIL AT KOLKATA

Hi friends!!!!
I'm Aniruddha Ghosh,a 3rd year engineering student of Bengal Institute of
Technology,Kolkata. I'm here to share my xperience of the capussing procedure
conducted by CAPGEMINI on 24th April,2007.

We had to face 4 roundsa) Aptitude Test
b) Group Discussion
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c) Technical Interview
d) HR interview

There was 50 questions in the aptitude test,25 questions on quantitative & other
25 questions were logical analysis. There was no such questions either on verbal
or technical ability. The questions were standard, not very easy, but not at all
tough, a little bit time-taking.
Mainly the quanti questions were on basic--profit & loss, interest, fractions,
speed...etc.The logical questions were on common sense, very ordinary logical
questions followed by any book like R.S.Agarwal.
The time management is the main key to solve the paper as per my point of view.

Total 116 candidates appeared for aptitude test, only 45 cleared the aptitude test
including me.

The next round was GD. It was a wonderful experience to all of us. We have
given "Lage raho Munnabhai---what's the social impact of that well admired
movie". It was a very good topic to discuss, nearly all of us contribute more or
less as their level best. I initiated the GD,& my friends also spoke well.9 people
out of 11,were selected from our group.

In total they selected 36 candidates for technical interview. The moderator of our
group was very friendly & he gave us enough time to discuss. Before starting the
GD he said that--"nothing to worrie about, it's just a formal discussion", which
was a big relief to all of us.

In technical Interview they asked very basic questions from our semester
subjects. Specially C, DS, DBMS, Networking, OS, OOP & Microprocessor. CS &
IT people please make urself comfortable with your departmental subjects, if
possible Please go through Microprocessor also. They ask from here also. As I'm
a student of IT department, I'm giving u the brief of my interview, but I've heard
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from my friends of ECE department, they were asked from their departmental
subjects also.

I was asked to tell the respected interviewer the names of my past 2 semester's
subjects. He listened those carefully,& asked questions from those subjects, I've
mentioned earlier. Some questions was like---basic features of OOP-discuss,
normalization, OS handling, basic questions on OS, OSI layer-little discussion,
link lists, sorting,& last but not the least I was asked to write the algo of
Quicksort,& some other questions also their, that I can't remember now. But over
all there was no such contradictory questions, they never counter with your
answer.

There were only 18 candidates including me cleared the technical round.

After some time I was called for HR interview. It was nice to giving an interview in
a friendly atmosphere they created. I was asked to tell about myself, the
respected madam who was taking my interview asked me from the points I
mentioned to tell about myself. She asked me ---"what do u mean by
optimism?","how can you prove that you are optimistic?","what do u know about
software industry?", strengths, weaknesses. Finally asked me to question her
about my confusions if any.

I want to share something with you, it was the 6th interview, I was appeared for.
Previously I've rejected 5 times, but still I didn't give up. I want to say you people
must have confidence upon yourself, that's the thing with which you can win,
never become hopeless.
I know what's the amount of pressure a candidate have on him, whenever he
appears for an interview,& how was the feelings of being rejected one after
another times.

So please try to be confident, always try to answer promptly, don't go for any
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false representation, as it reflects on your expression,& have faith on yourself--that's the key to crack.

Don't get me wrong, you may have feel that I'm giving too many advises that are
useless, but I'm telling you, whatever I've said here, all are my own experiences.
I personally believe that "failure is tha pillar of success",& YES, I'VE PROVED IT
BY MYSELF, I'VE CRACKED CAPGEMINI,the renowned IT company in the
industry.

The final result listed only 9 candidates who are finally selected,& I feel very
proud to be 1 of those 9.
Nothing to say more, BEST OF LUCK--to all of u. & VERY SORRY, if I made
someone feel "boring", "time waste", "useless speech"....etc
If possible please forgive me. I'll be obliged enough if my experience would help
someone to get a job.

Wishing you all
Aniruddha

CAPEGEMINI PAPER ON 3 OCTOBER 2007

Hi Folks,

ROUND 1:
Online Test: Two sections
section A : 25 questions (Quantitative)
quite simple ...most of the questions were repeated previous papers (MUST DO)
and RS aggarwal.

Section B : 25 questions (verbal+logical)
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logical questions includes data sufficiency (RS AGGARWAL)(8 to 10 questions)
puzzle test (RS AGGARWAL)(8 to 10 questions)
conclusion or theme detection (2 or 3 questions)
PREVIOUS PAPERS (very important)out of 95 ......47 made it to the next round.

ROUND 2:
Group Discussion
tips: think carefully & speak what the topic demands....
give others a chance to express their views......
"GD is not all about speaking...a good listener is also a Group participant"
out of 47....32 were selected

ROUND 3:
Technical Round:
BASICS of every subjects (C,C++,OOP,DATA STRUCTURES,OS).
VERY EASY ROUND............

Round 4: HR Round:
Check your communication skills.
Ask few Questions about you and your personnel life.
Why Capgemini?
What You Like About Capgemini?
Few Questions were asked from Presentation...
like (company goals, hired companies, headoffice, capgemini university
etc..etc...)

INTELLIGENCE & PRESENCE OF MIND IS MUST FOR THIS ROUND
After four rounds ...the result was announced....
and out of 32......25 were given offer letters...
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CAPGEMINI PAPER ON 3rd JUNE AT BHUBANESWAR 2007

hi buddies...well we had capgemini as ON Campus at our college.it was
scheduled to start by 2:30 but took some more time to start off. The basic thing
was that it was an ONLINE TEST. The same day CapGemini had been to
CVRCE whare they had written test in the form of pen and paper. Well we were
given a regn. no and that regn no was our id and password to login. they had a
fake test for 5 min to make the students acquainted with their question pattern.
after that the test began. Believe me friends maximum of the questions were
repeated frm the last questions papers which are quoted on this web site.not
even a single data had changed. maximum of the questions were from the
previous papers. Aptitude part was easy and RS Aggrawal is more than
sufficient. reasoning part demanded the maximum time and one should be tricky
in attending those coz this part asks for most of the time. total were 50 questions
which were to be attended in 60 min. Time counter was running on computer, so
a single more second could not be availed. as soon as 1 hour will be reached
then immediately the page will be refreshed and the current profile will be logged
out. So please be time efficient.

1. Find min value of fn:
|-5-x| + |2-x|+|6-x|+10-x|; where x is an integer

0/17/23/19

Ans) 19

2. units digit in expansion os 2 raised to 51 is:
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2/4/6/8
Ans) 8

3. 2 men at same tym start walking towards each other from A n B 72 kms apart.
sp of A is 4kmph.Sp of B is 2 kmph in 1st hr,2.5 in 2nd, 3 in rd. n so on…when
will they meet
i in 7 hrs
ii at 35 kms from A

iii in 10 hrs

iv midway

in a 2 digit no unit’s place is halved and tens place is doubled.diff bet the nos is
37.digit in unit’s place is 2 more than tens place.

24/46/42/none
4. if x-y + z = 19 , y + z =20 , x-z=3 , find d value of x+4y-5z
22/38/17/none
5. Find approx value of 39.987/0.8102+1.987*18.02
72/56/86/44

6. If the ratio of prod of 3 diff comp’s A B & C is 4:7:5 and of overall prod last yr
was 4lac tones and if each comp had an increase of 20% in prod level this yr
what is the prod of Comp B this yr?
2.1L/22.1L/4.1L/none
7. (8*76+19*?-60) / (?*7*12+3-52)=1
5/2/1/3
the next entry will have maximum of the questions. thanks for going thru my
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experience.be confident and confidence can turn the world in ur favour.Hve a
nice time and all the very best to all of u

Capgemini Sample Paper
1.) Quantitative 25 ques
2.) Analytical 30 ques
3.) Verbal ques 25 ques

The most easy section is the verbal section.Just prepare Barrons well .One or
the other unsolved test papers of Barron's are replicated as it is in the
papers...dat means antonyms,synonyms,sentence correction ..fill in d blanks
words like gaffe,contentious,altrustic,belligerent....

Quanta is so so ..i mean 60 % is easy n rest is a bit tough...go thru the geometric
theorms,formulas,quadriatic n linera section well.

Analytical is the ,most tricker one..it's very tempting bcoz 1 paragraph may fetch
u 4 correct answers...puzzles..all puzzles like 1 speaks frnc,b speaks chinesse n
eng..c speaks french and ... so arrange them in a comfortable position so dat
they can converse wit each other...other quest's like a heavier then b m heavier
then i and j , k lighter then d who is d heaviest ?? n so on.....
15 quest's are easy but very very time consuming and rest question sal though
seem to be east bt try avoiding to attempt all questions coz that will eat up all ur
time unless ur are very very very gud at analytical.....

Total quest 80
Total time 90 min's
NO UPPER CUT OF
they say that there is no sectional cut off but still they have minimum 5 5 8
questions..
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No gd ,tech interview (very easy) and then HR ( tough)...
Gud package n gud company...Try well and all d best
CapGemini Paper on 20th Oct 2006 at Mumbai
Written Test , There were 3 sections :-

(1) Quantitative 25 questions.
(2) Analytical 30 questions
(3) Verbal 25 questions.

There were 2 set of test paper. I got II set.
There was section cut off of 8, 10 and 8. There is no –ve marking

Quantitive Section (Maths) … easy one (first solve this one)
1. Find the nest term in series ?
25 16 9 4 1 0 ?
Ans. (-1)^2 = 1
2) If 2 ^ 51 = ? a) 1 b) 2 c) 4 d) 8
Ans.: opt. (d) 8
3) Ther r 2 prob on surface area & volume of triangle… I dnt knw answer
B 10m
A n angle of BAC=30 degree
C 10m
4) The Parallelogram ABCD, the line CD ha midpoint E frm line AB, then the
ration of Traingle AED / parallelogram ABCD=
a) 2:1 b) 1:2 c) 4:1 d) 1:4
Ans : opt(d) 1:4
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5) train A starts from x at 12:00 pm & reach at Y on 2:30 pm & train B starts from
Y at 12:15 n reach at X on 2:15 so, when both trains crosses each othr
Ans : 1:15 pm
6) In election two candidate, one who loss got 42%, 112 votes so how many
voters are their.
Ans. 650 voters (plz chk)
7) boat In 2km downstream in jst 20min 7 come back again in 1hr. then what is
the speed of river.
Ans: 1km( plz chk)

8) (Ax)^2 + (Bx) + (c) = 0 in these eqn. someone changes the value of b & c, but
there is no change in result , so wht is tht value ?
Ans: 2,1
9) There r three coins of Re 1, 50 ps, 25 ps having ratio of 13:11:3. the total sum
of money is 77 ,then find out hw mny re. 1 coins is there?

Ans: 52
10) some interchanging prob.
11) Interest prob. A got Rs. 150 more on sum amt as a rate of 3%, then wht is
the amout?
Ans: 5000
12) The numerator by 4 gets 1.5 times more than original number then wht is the
numerator value?
Ans : 6 (I thnk)
13) X + Y = 6 , then XY=? a) 36 b) 8 c) 3 4) 30
Ans. 8 bcoz x=4,y=2 bcome 6 & 4*2=8
14) the addition of 2 number difference of 2 number is a perfect square 7 the diff
of both perfect square also a perfect square. Then find out this no.
Ans: 6 , 2 bcoz 6+2= 8 , 6-2= 4 and 8-4 = 4
15) two prob on profit & loss
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17) Height problem 18) series prob.
19) venn diagram prob .. vry easy

II ) Logical
1. There is a family of six persons P,Q,R,S,T and U.They are Lawyer, Doctor,
Teacher, Salesman, Engineer and Accountant. There are two married couples in
the family. S, the salesman is married to the Lady Teacher. The Doctor is
married to the Lawyer U, The Accountant is the son of Q and brother of T. R, the
Lawyer is the daughter-in-law of P. T is the unmarried Engineer. P is the
Grandmother of U. Which is the profession of P? ( 4 ques on this)

a)Lawyer b)Teacher c)Doctor d)Accountant
5) relation n blod problem (4 ques)
10) S I R S
+KILS
----------------------S M O K E ( 6 ques)
I got value of each above letter
S=1E=2L=3I=4
R = 6 O = 8 K = 9 M = 0 ( 200 % sure)
17) Who is the tallest among six person n some condn given ( 4 ques)
Tallest person = A

22) Nidhi hve some ant of money. As she is going to market she meet person A
she gave him half of money & remaining half of money he gave Person B &
remaining of half of money, likewise she gave all money to 7 person, finally lst
one person (7) got no money means Rs. 0, so based on that 6 ques is asked?
1) Nidhi hve total amt of money = 127
1st = 63 2nd = 31 3rd = 15
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4th = 7 5th = 3 6th = 1
7th = 0
III) Verbal

1) 2 synonym
2) 2 antonym
3) 2 ques on choose correct phrase
4) Logical ques. To make senetence ( 4 ques)
e.g
1) x + y – z + t thn
a) x + y + t is even b) Z*t is odd
5) Complete the paragraph
choosing correct sentence frm option ( 4 ques)
6) paragraph reading ( 6 ques)

Paper Type : Whole Testpaper

Hi Friends....
I got selected Capgemini
No. of student seated for written 350
Cleared written 96
Cleared GD 28
Finally interview (HR) : 13 got selected
Only one panel came to my collg
Actually paper was in 2 sets so questions of 2 sets are being given which were
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being shared by my freinds

Written cut off was 10 in each section
Go thru R.S. AGRAWAL for apti
& critical reasoning go thru Barron’s GRE 12th edition will b helpful

not all quest r from Barron’s but max are from them and parctising that will really
help u.

1. Find min value of fn:
|-5-x| + |2-x|+|6-x|+10-x|; where x is an integer

0/17/23/19

2. units digit in expansion os 2 raised to 51 is:
2/4/6/8

3. 2 men at same tym start walking towards each other from A n B 72 kms apart.
sp of A is 4kmph.Sp of B is 2 kmph in 1st hr,2.5 in 2nd, 3 in rd. n so on…when
will they meet
i in 7 hrs
ii at 35 kms from A
iii in 10 hrs
iv midway

4. (8*76+19*?-60) / (?*7*12+3-52)=1

5/2/1/3

5. 45 grinders brought @ 2215/-.transpot expense 2190/-.2760/- on octroi . Find
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SP/piece to make profit of 20%

2585/2225/2670/3325

6. in a 2 digit no unit’s place is halved and tens place is doubled.diff bet the nos
is 37.digit in unit’s place is 2 more than tens place.

24/46/42/none

7. if x-y + z = 19 , y + z =20 , x-z=3 , find d value of x+4y-5z

22/38/17/none
8. Find approx value of 39.987/0.8102+1.987*18.02

72/56/86/44

9. If the ratio of prod of 3 diff comp’s A B & C is 4:7:5 and of overall prod last yr
was 4lac tones and if each comp had an increase of 20% in prod level this yr
what is the prod of Comp B this yr?

2.1L/22.1L/4.1L/none

10. If 70% of a no. is subtracted from itself it reduces to 81.what is two fifth of that
no.?

108/54/210/none

11. If a certain sum of money at SI doubles itself in 5 yrs then what is d rate?

5%/20%/25%/14.8%
12. If radius of cylinder and sphere r same and vol of sphere and cylinder r same
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what is d ratio betn the radius and height of the cylinder

i. R= H
ii. R= (3/4)H
iii. R = (4/3)H
iv. R=2/3H

13. Which one of the foll fractions is arranged in ascending order
i. 9/11,7/9,11/13,13/14
ii 7/8,9/11,11/13,13/14
iii 9/11,11/13,7/8,13/14
iv none

14. A is 4 yrs old and B is thrice A>when A is 12 yrs, how old will B be?

16/20/24/28

15. Boat goes downstream from P to Q in 2hrs, upstream in 6hrs and if speed of
stream was ½ of boat in still water. Find dist PQ

6/4/10/none
16. Fresh Grapes contain 90% water by wt. Dried grapes contain 20% water by
%age. What will b wt of dried grapes when we begin with 20 kg fresh grapes?

2kg / 2.4kg / 2.5kg /none
17. How many 5 digit no. can b formed wit digits 1, 2, 3,4,5,6 which r divisible by
4 and digits not repeated
144 / 168 / 192 / none

18. Asish was given Rs. 158 in denominations of Rs 1 each. He distributes these
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in diff bags, such that ne sum of money of denomination betn 1 and 158 can be
given in bags. The min no. of such bags reqd

10 / 17 / 15 / none
19.There is a rectangular Garden whose length and width are 60m X 20m.There
is a walkway of uniform width around garden. Area of walkway is 516m^2. Find
width of walkway

1/2/3/4

20. In a race from pt. X to pt Y and back, Jack averages 0 miles/hr to pt Y and 10
miles/hr back to pr X.Sandy averages 20 miles/hr in both directions. If Jack and
Sandy start race at same tym, who’ll finish 1st
Jack/Sandy/they tie/Impossible to tell

21. A man engaged a servant on a condn that he’ll pay Rs 90 and also give him
a bag at the end of the yr. He served for 9 months and was given a turban and
Rs 65. So the price of turban is
i. Rs 10 / 19 / 0 / 55

22. Three wheels make 36, 24, 60 rev/min. Each has a black mark on it. It is
aligned at the start of the qn. When does it align again for the first tym?
14/20/22/5 sec

23. If 1= (3/4)(1+ (y/x) ) then
i. x=3y
ii. x=y/3
iii. x=(2/3)y
iv. none
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24. The sum of six consecutive odd nos. is 888. What is the average of the nos.?
i. 147
ii. 148
iii. 149
iv. 146

25. 1010/104*102=10?
i. 8
ii. 6
iii. 4
iv. none

Section B
Direction for Qn 1-8
Ans A using I only
Ans B using II only
Ans C using both I and II
Ans D not solvable

Raman and Gaurav Brought eggs from a vendor. How many eggs were bought
by each of them
i. Raman bought half as many as Gaurav
ii. The dealer had a stock of 500 eggs at the beginning of day

What is the age of Ramprakash?
i. Ramprakash was born when his father was 26 yrs old
ii. Ramprakash’s mothers age is 3yrs less than his father’s

How much time is reqd for downloading the software?
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i. The Data transfer rate is 6 kbps
ii. The size of the software is 4.5 megabytes

Sanjay and Vijay started their journey from Mumbai to Pune. Who reached Pune
first?
i. Sanjay overtakes two times Vijay and Vijay overtakes Sanjay two times
ii. Sanjay started first

Is the GDP of country X higher than Country Y?
i. GDP’s of X and Y has been increasing at a compounded annual growth rate of
5% and 6% over he past 5 yrs
ii. 5 yrs ago GDP of X was 1.2 times Y

A boat can ferry 1500 passengers across a river in 12 hrs. How many round trips
does it make during the journey?
i. The boat can carry 400 passengers at a time
ii. During its journey, the boat takes 40 mins time each way and 20 mins waiting
time at each end.

What are the values of m and n?
i. n is an even integer, m is odd integer and m is greater than n.
ii. The product of m and n is 30

How much is the weight of 20 mangoes and 30 oranges?
i. 1 orange weighs twice that of 1 mango
ii. 2 mangoes and 3 oranges weigh 2 kg

Direction for Qn 9-12
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Five teams participated in Pepsi Cup. Each team played against each other. The
top teams played finals. A win fetched 2 pts and a tie 1 point

1) South Africa were in the finals
2) India defeated SA but failed to reach the finals
3) Australia lost only one match in the tournament
4) The match between India and Sri Lanka was a tie
5) The undefeated team in the league matches lost in the finals
6) England was one of the best teams that did not qualify

Who were the finalists?
i. SA & India
ii. Aus & SL
iii. SA & SL
iv. none

Who won the finals?
i. Aus
ii. SL
iii. SA
iv. Can’t be determined

How many matches did India Win?
i. 0
ii. 1
iii. 2
iv. can’t be determined

What was the outcome of the India England Match
i. India won
ii. England won
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iii. It was a tie
iv. Can’t be determined

Direction for Qn 13-14

These qns are based on situations given below:

7 Uni crick players are to be honored at a special luncheon. The players will be
seated on a dais along one side of a single rectangular table.
A and G have to leave the luncheon early and must be seated at the extreme
right end of table, which is closest to exit.
B will receive Man of the Match and must be in the centre chair
C and D who are bitter rivals for the position of Wicket keeper dislike one another
and should be seated as far apart as possible
E and F are best friends and want to seat together.

Which of the foll may not be seated at either end of the table?
i. C
ii. D
iii. G
iv. F

Which of the foll pairs may not be seated together?
i. E & A
ii. B & D
iii. C & F
iv. G & D

Direction for Qn 15-18
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An employee has to allocate offices to 6 staff members. The offices are no. 1-6.
the offices are arranged in a row and they are separated from each other by
dividers>hence voices, sounds and cigarette smoke flow easily from one office to
another

Miss R needs to use the telephone quite often throughout the day. Mr. M and Mr.
B need adjacent offices as they need to consult each other often while working.
Miss H is a senior employee and his to be allotted the office no. 5, having the
biggest window.

Mr D requires silence in office next to his. Mr. T, Mr M and Mr. D are all smokers.
Miss H finds tobacco smoke allergic and consecutively the offices next to hers
are occupied by non-smokers. Unless specifically stated all the employees
maintain an atmosphere of silence during office hrs.

The ideal candidate to occupy office farthest from Mr. B will be
i. Miss H
ii. Mr. M
iii. Mr. T
iv. Mr. D

The three employees who are smokers should be seated in the offices
i. 1 2 4
ii. 2 3 6
iii. 1 2 3
iv. 1 2 3

The ideal office for Mr. M would be
i. 2
ii. 6
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iii. 1
iv. 3

In the event of what occurrence within a period of one month since the
assignment of the offices would a request for a change in office be put forth by
one or more employees?
i. Mr D quitting smoking
ii. Mr. T taking over duties formally taken care of by Miss R
iii. The installation of a water cooler in Miss H’s office
iv. Mr. B suffering from anemia

Direction for Qn 19-20

A robot moves on a graph sheet with x-y axes. The robot is moved by feeding it
with a sequence of instructions. The different instructions that can be used in
moving it, and their meanings are:

Instruction Meaning
GOTO(x,y) move to pt with co-ord (x,y) no matter where u are currently
WALKX(P) move parallel to x-axis through a distance of p, in the +ve direction if
p is +ve and in –ve if p is –ve
WALKY(P) move parallel to y-axis through a distance of p, in the +ve direction if
p is +ve and in –ve if p is –ve

The robot reaches point (5,6) when a sequence of 3 instr. Is executed, the first of
which is GOTO(x,y) , WALKY(2), WALKY(4). What are the values of x and y??
i. 2,4
ii. 0,0
iii. 3,2
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iv. 2,3

The robot is initially at (x.y), x>0 and y<0. The min no. of Instructions needed to
be executed to bring it to origin (0,0) if you are prohibited from using GOTO instr.
Is:
i. 2
ii. 1
iii. x + y
iv. 0

Direction for Qn 21-23
Ten coins are distr. Among 4 people P, Q, R, S such that one of them gets a
coin, another gets 2 coins,3rd gets 3 coins, and 4th gets 4 coins. It is known that
Q gets more coins than P, and S gets fewer coins than R

If the no. of coins distr. To Q is twice the no. distr. to P then which one of the foll.
is necessarily true?
i. R gets even no. of coins
ii. R gets odd no. of coins
iii. S gets even no. of coins
iv. S gets odd no. of coins

If R gets at least two more coins than S which one of the foll is necessarily true?
i. Q gets at least 2 more coins than S
ii. Q gets more coins than P
iii. P gets more coins than S
iv. P and Q together get at least five coins
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If Q gets fewer coins than R, then which one of the foll. is not necessarily true?
i. P and Q together get at least 4 coins
ii. Q and S together get at least 4 coins
iii. R and S together get at least 5 coins
iv. P and R together get at least 5 coins

Direction for Qn 24-25

Elle is 3 times older than Zaheer. Zaheer is ½ as old as Waheeda. Yogesh is
elder than Zaheer.

What is sufficient to estimate Elle’s age?
i. Zaheer is 10 yrs old
ii. Yogesh and Waheeda are both older than Zaheer by the same no of yrs.
iii. Both of the above
iv. None of the above

Which one of the foll. statements can be inferred from the info above
i. Yogesh is elder than Waheeda
ii. Elle is older than Waheeda
iii. Elle’s age may be less than that of Waheeda
iv. None of the above

for GD they had asked to select ur own topic and give 5 min for that show ur
participation there also that will help u to fatch some more marks
plz don’t select any easy topic like “dowry system”, “dress codes in collg” etc.
because this gonna select only 1or 2 candidate from ur group so try to take some
good topic so that max can get cleared the GD
Mine topic was: “should sex education b given from primary level or not”
For interview they will just look for ur confidents.
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Questioned asked were simple
Like : introduce yourself dat it is not given in ur resume,
Which all campus did u seated for etc…
These were very easy
I couldn’t seated for CTS bcoz of my present backlogs
In tcs : out in tech interview
Accenture: again couldn’t seated
I was frustrated
But finally I got a chance to seat in capgemini and luckily I was one of the 13
selected candidate.
All the best meet u in capgemini

Capgemini Placement Paper
Location : NIT, Raipur
The selection procedure was as follows:
1. Aptitude test (Mathematics and Logical Reasoning only)
2. Group Discussion
3. Personal Interview
Total number of candidates appeared - Around 250
Cleared Aptitude -113
Cleared GD - 72
Selected - 62
A Pre-Placement talk was held before the selection procedure started.
Aptitude Test - There were 25 questions from both sections. 1 marks for each
correct answer, -0.25 for each wrong answer.
Cut off - 10 marks in each section. No upper cut off.
50 % of the questions were from previous papers. Some of the questions I
remember which are not there in previous papers are :
1. A garrison had provision for a certain number of days. After 10 days, 1/5 of the
men desert and it is found that the provisions will now last just as long as before.
How long was that?
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a. 15 b. 25 c. 35 d. 50
Ans: 50 days
2. Find the equation whose roots are 9 and 5?
Ans : x square - 14x + 45 = 0
3. Find the 20th term from the last in the sequence 3,7,11…………407 ?
Ans: 331
4. The sum of first 20 numbers in an A.P. is equal to the sum of first 30 numbers.
Find the sum of first 50 numbers of the A.P.?
5. Find the next term in series - Y W U S Q O M ?
a. P b. J c. L d. None of these.
Ans: None of these (correct ans should be K)
6. Find the missing term in series - 1, 27, 125, ?, 729
Ans. 343 ( The numbers are cubes of odd numbers 1, 3, 5..)
7. Find the next term in series - 25, 37, 49, 61, ?
Ans: 73 ( there is a difference of 12 between all)
There was also a question on determinants and vector, 2 questions on area in
which you need to know about relationship between meter and hectares……..
Group Discussion - 10 groups of 12 or 11 each. Some of the topics were 1. Senior cricketers should be retired now?
2. Is IPL killing test cricket?
3. Who is better - Rani Mukherjee or Kajol?
4. India - US Nuclear deal?
5. Can women be good leaders?
It was not necessary to speak a lot. Give relevant points and be a good team
member.
Personal Interview - 5 people from Capgemini came to our college who divided
themselves into 4 groups. i.e. Interview of 4 candidates was going on
simultaneously. It depends on your luck which interviewer will take the interview.
My interview was completely HR. There was not a single technical question
asked. But some of my friends were asked a lot of technical questions. The
questions asked from me were..
1. Tell me about yourself, your family background, your achievements?
2. My 10th and 12th percentage?
3. Any back logs?
4. Any extra curricular activities?
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5. What are the things you liked about Capgemini in the presentation?
6. What did you know about the Capgemini before the presentation?
7 Are you willing to work at any of the locations?
8. Why are you not planning to go to IIMs?
Wish you All the Best for Capgemini…………….
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